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Naguib Mahfouz's haunting novella of post-revolutionary Egypt combines a
vivid pychological portrait of an anguished man with the suspense and rapid pace
of a detective story.

After four years in prison, the skilled young thief Said Mahran emerges bent on
revenge. He finds a world that has changed in more ways than one. Egypt has
undergone a revolution and, on a more personal level, his beloved wife and his
trusted henchman, who conspired to betray him to the police, are now married to
each other and are keeping his six-year-old daughter from him. But in the most
bitter betrayal, his mentor, Rauf Ilwan, once a firebrand revolutionary who
convinced Said that stealing from the rich in a unjust society is an act of justice,
is now himself a rich man, a respected newspaper editor who wants nothing to do
with the disgraced Said. As Said's wild attempts to achieve his idea of justice
badly misfire, he becomes a hunted man so driven by hatred that he can only
recognize too late his last chance at redemption.
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Naguib Mahfouz's haunting novella of post-revolutionary Egypt combines a vivid pychological portrait of an
anguished man with the suspense and rapid pace of a detective story.

After four years in prison, the skilled young thief Said Mahran emerges bent on revenge. He finds a world
that has changed in more ways than one. Egypt has undergone a revolution and, on a more personal level, his
beloved wife and his trusted henchman, who conspired to betray him to the police, are now married to each
other and are keeping his six-year-old daughter from him. But in the most bitter betrayal, his mentor, Rauf
Ilwan, once a firebrand revolutionary who convinced Said that stealing from the rich in a unjust society is an
act of justice, is now himself a rich man, a respected newspaper editor who wants nothing to do with the
disgraced Said. As Said's wild attempts to achieve his idea of justice badly misfire, he becomes a hunted man
so driven by hatred that he can only recognize too late his last chance at redemption.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Out of prison for less than a day, thief Said Mahran quickly resumes his old ways, and worse. Angered by his
young daughter's refusal to even shake hands with the parent she has not seen in four years, and by the chilly
reception from Rauf Ilwan, a former colleague in crime whom he suspects of having betrayed him to the
police, Mahran goes berserk and seeks revenge with a gun. But this onetime Robin Hood (an ardent
nationalist, he stole only from "people who deserved to be robbed") accidentally murders two innocents
instead of his intended victims, the new husband of his ex-wife and Ilwan. Pursued by the press and the
police, he finds refuge with a prostitute he knows; her flat has a view of a cemetery. The Nobel laureate
writes here with remarkable clarity and eloquence. His tale of the haunted, hunted Mahran feverish and
suspenseful, introspective and subtle. In just 176 pages, he offers a complex psychological portrait of a man
hell-bent on ruining himself. This 1961 novel was previously published in the U.S. in a limited edition.
Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review

"The incredible variety of Mahfouz's writing continues to dazzle our eyes." --The Washington Post

"[Naguib Mahfouz] is not only a Hugo and a Dickens, but also a Galsworthy, a Mann, a Zola, and a Jules
Romains." --Edward Said, The London Review of Books

"The greatest writer in one of the most widely understood languages in the world, a storyteller of the first
order in any idiom." --Vanity Fair

"A Dickens of the Cairo cafes." --Newsweek

"Naguib Mahfouz virtually invented the novel as an Arab form.   He excels at fusing deep emotion and soap
opera." --The New York Times Book Review

"Mahfouz's work is freshly nuanced and hauntingly lyrical. The Nobel Prize acknowledges the universal
significance of his fiction." --Los Angeles Times Book Review

Language Notes
Text: English (translation)
Original Language: Arabic

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Rose Cotner:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until adult are different content. To be sure that
book is very important usually. The book The Thief and the Dogs seemed to be making you to know about
other information and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The
guide The Thief and the Dogs is not only giving you more new information but also to get your friend when



you experience bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your reserve. Try to make
relationship together with the book The Thief and the Dogs. You never really feel lose out for everything in
the event you read some books.

Christopher Palmer:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also become a life style. This reading behavior give you
lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the particular information inside the book
this improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of guide you
read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want really feel happy read
one with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The The Thief and the Dogs is kind of e-book
which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Donald Thomas:

The guide untitled The Thief and the Dogs is the guide that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to anyone. The language that author use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of analysis when write the
book, therefore the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also might
get the e-book of The Thief and the Dogs from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Diane Dockins:

The reason why? Because this The Thief and the Dogs is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve
waiting for you to snap the item but latter it will surprise you with the secret it inside. Reading this book
beside it was fantastic author who all write the book in such amazing way makes the content inside of easier
to understand, entertaining way but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this any more or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of rewards than the
other book possess such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking approach. So , still
want to hesitate having that book? If I had been you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.
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